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FRONT LINE SURGERY- IN TUNISIA

From Tunisia, a special observer describes an army operating
theatre as he sot; it at work in a tent, within sound of the guns,
six miles from German positions.

Simply- and with frankness ho tells how seven men worked as a

perfect team to save the life of one man* Five of that live-saving-

toam - the medical orderlies - had never near an operating

theatre before the war; yet the team haotmasterod the intricate

technique of on operation that the man who was carried in with

nine chances to one of death went out 60/ chance of life*

.attacking a strong enemy position in the mountains north of Gabes an

infantryman, shelled by a mortar, received two wounds*

. while the five-inch mortars kept on shelling, his comrades patched him up,

stretcher bearers skilled in first aid arrived and carried him back to the regi-

mental aid post. There he was given-hot cocoa. The regimental ambulance bore

him swiftly to the advanced dressing station, from thence he went to the main

dressing station, and within two hours a mortally wounded man, with one chance in

ten of living, was lying on the operating table,

The - operating theatre (writes an observer) was a tent. The surgical team,

working six miles from the enemy within sound of the guns, consisted of a surgeon,

an anaesthetist and five orderlies, the latter trained and selected from the same

base hospital.

The wounded man was brought in, laid on the table, and his clothing cut from

him by one orderly, 4n intravenous injection to replenish blood and combat shock

was given, the blood plasma bottle suspended from the canvas of the tent by a huge

safety pin.

Through the pipe, which was supplying the man with fresh blood, pentathol was

given and within thirty seconds, with a long yawn, the soldier fell asleep.

The anaesthetist gave ether, regulated by the patient’s own breathing, through
the portable Nuffield ether vaporiser, while the surgeon scrubbed up, another

orderly applied iodine to the abdomen. By the time the surgeon had put on his

gown the anaesthetist was ready, standing at the head of the operating table with

his assistant, keeping his eye on the Primus stoves, plasma,bottle and water

sterilizer. The water sterilizer was a petrol tank from a captured Italian lorry.

There were many things to watch, and neglect of one might spell disaster.

Then the surgeon took his place on the right of the table, his own assistant on

the left ready to pass instruments as asked for. This corporal held swabs,
threaded needles. Meanwhile a. fourth orderly indexed and labelled the soldier’s

valuables, and a fifth prepared the instruments and cleaned dirty equipment. Two

ambulance drivers stood by to do the heavier work of replenishing Primus stoves-and

other jobs. One brewed up tea for the surgical team. Twenty_four hours/ non-stop
operating in the heat of the stoves and other is dry work.

Under the three car bulbs set in a petrol tin, which is worked off the

running engine of an ambulance, the surgeon went to "work.

Speed and thoroughness is everything* There are more cases to attend to;
and at any minute the tent and the equipment might have to be stored into a three-

tonner if the division moves forward.

There was no superfluous conversation till the operation was over, Lnd

then, and only then everyone started talking at once’.
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This is front line surgery, bringing the surgeon to the patient and enabling
a nan- to be operated on in anything from one to six hours after being wounded.

Twelve months ago the operating theatre was in the casualty clearing station and

a time lag of twenty four hours might elapse before the soldier received attention.

Co-operation is essential. The orderlies each have their department and

know their work. Perhaps non of them were hospital trained before the war -

three of the orderlies I watched at work were war trained: one had been a

railway goods’ clerk, another a W.H. Smith employee, a third an actor - but none

made one* unnecessary movement.

"when I last saw the wounded soldier he'was lying in the main dressing,

station propped up by-blankets. One tube, giving him four pints of fluid

every twenty-four hours, fed into a vein in his arm, Another tube operated,

through his nostril, the gastric suction pump. He had had morphine and he was

sleepy. But he could still bring a grin on his face.

This wounded man who, twelve months ago would hove had his death warrant

already signed, had a sixty per cent chance of living.
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